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Introduction
In this book I will give you everything you need to help you get the most from your Sky Within
Astrology Reading as well as to help you learn to read anyone’s birth astrology chart. Having
nice charts such as those used here will help you to quickly see what a specific planet, house,
sign or angle means in an astrology natal reading. The
natal or birth reading is often the most valuable
astrological data that you can have. And especially so if
you take the time to learn to interpret and understand
the meaning of its intricacies. A good interpretation
will give you an edge in understanding yourself, and
others throughout your life.

What can you learn from this book? Get ‘in tune’ with
your inner self. When you come to grips with every part
of your personality and how it is affected by astrology
you will quickly see how to take advantage of your
strengths and what you can do to lessen the effects of
your weaknesses. All of this comes from a little help
from the stars and their position on the day that you
were born.  This type of inner knowing can help you as
you strive to achieve your goals in all areas of life:
spiritually, career wise, financially and most important: romantically. Take the basic foundation
of astrology that you will have with your Sky Within reading and combine that with the
additional interpretation in this book and you can go further, faster in all areas of your life.

When you consider a combined natal astrology reading with our professional numerology
reading you can see that every aspect of your soul would be revealed. Let’s look closer at your
birth/natal chart and what it means.
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Your Astrological Birth Chart
Your birth chart is unique to
you. It represents the exact
planetary positions of that
were in place in the heavens
at the exact date, time and
place of your birth. It is
unique because no one else
alive was born exactly when
you were and at the exact
same place. When you think
about it, it would be
impossible. Then, think about
it again and you get an idea of
how valuable this information
is. Your Sky Within
chart/reading helps you to interpret what is appearing in your birth chart. Beyond that, if you
apply and interpret your reading with what you find in this book you will be well beyond others
when it comes to reaching your true life purpose.

Using the information of how each planet affects your chart will help you discover everything
you can from your detailed Astrology birth reading or natal chart.  Your Sky Within Astrology
Reading gives you everything you need to start achieving and reaching higher for things in your
life.

Elements, Qualities and Energies
Let’s start with what I consider to be one of the most important things to look at in a chart and

that is the ‘elemental qualities’ (fire, earth, air
and water) that each planet appears in, and
how that affects the overall birth chart. Every
astrological property that exists and
everything that ever appears (in a chart or in
life) is made up of these elements. These are
sometimes referred to as the ‘triplicities’
because there are 3 signs that share the same
element.

Use the chart below to understand the
elemental makeup of the planet placement for
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the chart that you are looking at. Pay special attention if you find an overabundance (too many),
or missing (too few) elements in the chart that you are reading.

Some natal/birth charts will give you an elemental count telling you how many of each element
appear in the chart that you are reading.  *note: the numbers in the chart are from numerology, I
will discuss that a little later.

Element Signs Description
Fire (1)
masculine or
yang

Leo (1,8),
Aries (5),

Sagittarius (9)

Fire is the most energetic, assertive, aggressive and
idealistic. They may be egotistical, courageous and
sometimes true visionaries. It indicates a sign that
is full of passion, energy (sometimes nervousness)
and very straight forward. They are true over-
achievers in many respects. If they are not the first
to succeed, they will make sure that they push the
envelope to get there fast. The fire element is
known as the first element; numerologically it is
the number 1.

Earth (4)
feminine or yin

Taurus (4),
Virgo (12),

Capricorn (8,1)

Earth signs are very practical, dependable and
skilled at their job. They are known for managing
and organizing large physical and financial
systems. The earth element is known as the second
element, numerologically it is number 4.

Air (3)
masculine or
yang

Gemini (3),
Pisces (11/2~0,6),

Aquarius (7)

The air signs represent strong social abilities as
well as thought (ideas, communication, and
intellectual ability).  Those with a great number of
air signs are known to spend a lot of time on the
mental plane; they may be known as ‘airy’ or even
‘spaced out’. The air element is known as the third
element, numerologically it is number 3.

Water (2)
feminine or yin

Cancer (2~0),
Scorpio (10),

Libra (6,2~0!11)

The water element signs are sensitive, intuitive, in
touch with their feelings and usually romantic.
Those with many water planets in their chart will
be very in tune with their feelings and they may
cry often.  Cancer symbolizes a lake, Scorpio
symbolizes a river and Pisces is symbolic of the
ocean.  The water element is known as the fourth
element; numerologically it is the number 2.

Table 1

The Planets In Your Chart
Every natal, or birth astrology chart includes the planets (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Mars, Venus,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Pluto, Neptune). The interpretation of those planets is where the real
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value lies, and this is especially true with The Sky Within. You will note that The Sky Within
Reading places extra importance on the planetary positions, using those interpretations (along
with the positions of other planets in your chart) as the primary indicators for your entire reading.
Lookup the meaning of each planet in the chart below and use that to help you get a ‘quick look’
at your chart below to get a better idea of the meanings (both symbolic and real) for each planet
and how they will affect you:

Planet Planetary Meaning Personal Meaning
Sun
(1,8)

The Sun is at the center of our Solar system
and all of the other planets revolve around it.
Because the light and the heat which is
generated by the Sun is seen as the giver of
life the Sun in an astrological birth chart
symbolizes the essential self, the heart and the
center of the physical body.

The relationship between the Sun and the
Moon are especially important in Natal charts.
Together these two objects represent the
conscious (Sun) and subconscious (Moon)
parts of our self according to Carl Jung.

Combine this with the Ascendant (sign) and
you have the ‘holy trio’ (or ‘primal triad’ as
Steven Forrest calls them), which holds a
special place in your Sky Within reading. The
Sun, Moon and your ascendant sign hold
significance when they are looked at together,
rather than split apart. When they are
combined, you will see the ‘real person’ that
you are (Sun sign), along with the ‘soul of the
person’ that you are (Moon sign), but, you
‘wear a mask’ (represented by the Ascendant
sign) at the time of your birth.  Steven will
present all three of these for you in your
reading, usually in the first 5-8 pages.

The Sun indicates that your personal
ego and willpower are located
(interpreted) by this position.

How you initiate and act on things
will be symbolized by the position of
the Sun. Independence and
confidence is also placed here. Find
the house and sign of placement and
look for naturally suited alignments
in this position.

Moon
(2~0)

The Moon is the only natural satellite of the
Earth and is the closest planetary (it's not
really a planet, but its influences are strongly
felt) object to us. The Moon is without water
and the only light it receives is reflected from
the Sun. The light which repeats itself in
phases every 28 days is caused by the Moons
orbit around Earth. Because it is always near
us, it represents are 'shadow self', our
changeable moods and feelings.

The Moon is a powerful feminine
initiator. Intuition and emotions will
always be ‘in play’ when the Moon
appears in a chart. Pay special
attention if the Moon was a full moon
or new moon.

How you feel and respond to things
emotionally will always be displayed
by the position of the Moon in your
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The relationship between the Moon and the
Sun are especially important in Natal charts.
Together these two objects represent the
subconscious (Moon) and conscious (Sun)
parts of our self according to Carl Jung.

Combine this with the Ascendant (sign) and
you have the ‘holy trio’ (or ‘primal triad’ as
Steven Forrest calls them), which holds a
special place in your Sky Within reading. The
Sun, Moon and your ascendant sign hold
significance when they are looked at together,
rather than split apart. When they are
combined, you will see the ‘real person’ that
you are (Sun sign), along with the ‘soul of the
person’ that you are (Moon sign), but, you
‘wear a mask’ (represented by the Ascendant
sign) at the time of your birth.  Steven will
present all three of these for you in your
reading, usually in the first 5-8 pages.

chart. Your emotions will respond
based on the sign, and house that
your Moon appears in. Keep that in
mind.

Look at how the emotions affect the
other planets and especially at the
positions of the Sun, when compared
to the Moon in the chart. Are both
planets in water (an over-sensitive
ego may be indicated). Both planets
in fire (feelings are buried and erupt
violently), while both signs in Air
(overly critical and philosophical) is
indicated, or both signs in Earth
(complacent, persistent and
responsible).

Mercury
(3,12)

Mercury is the smallest planet in our Solar
system and also the closest one to the Sun.
Because it is so close to the Sun itself, the Sun
and Mercury can never be more than 28
degrees apart in angular separation (aspects).
Because it is so close to the Sun, the properties
of this planet is closely related to those of the
Sun - health, well, being and life-force. It was
thought to be a message of the Gods since it
always appeared in close proximity to the Sun,
and because of it's strange orbit it is also
symbolic for speed, trickery and mental
ability. This is a love of platonic and idealistic
nature rather than a domestic and family love.

Numerologically it can be thought of as Mars
+ Moon combined. This is often thought of as
the children (3) energy that comes about from
combining the male (1) Mars with the female
(2) Moon vibrations.

Communication and your intellect
will have an effect when Mercury
appears. Mercury can indicate an
urge to learn new things, or at least to
learn why you are being affected by
so much at this time. Short trips and
the desire to talk to others may also
be interpreted wherever Mercury
appears.

How you think and communicate is
represented by Mercury and its
position in your chart. The house and
sign play a significant part of helping
you to solve the riddle of how your
mind operates.

It is imperative to check the
astrological house that Mercury
appears in to get a better idea of how
you will be affected.

Venus
(6,2~0!11,
11/2~0 )

Venus is the second planet from the Sun and is
never more than 48 degrees from the Sun.
Venus has the ability to rise above the horizon
for viewing. As a beautiful object in the night
sky, Venus has become known as the Goddess
of Love and Beauty. Venus itself is invisible
when it is closest to us and the clouds that
surround her are made up of sulphuric acid -

Love and romantic commitment will
hold utmost importance when Venus
is found.

How you express love, sociability
and how you recognize and express
your love of beauty are all indicated
by Venus in your chart. Venus
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even though the surface of the planet is
believed to be smooth.

represents the committed love that
you give to another, while Mercury is
the domestic/family love.

Make sure you look at the sign and
house placement of Venus for a
deeper meaning on its position and
how this will affect you.

Mars
(5)

Mars is the first planet in the Solar system to
orbit the Sun outside of The Earth. Its
orange/red glow follows traditional color
associations of courage, danger and daring.
The symbol for Mars represents the male and
Mars is known mostly as the planet that is the
bringer of war and conflict.

Sexual action or personal will are
affecting you at this position in your
chart. Double check the astrological
house to verify how Mars affects you
personally.

Your personal drive, ambition,
assertiveness and energy all come
from the position of Mars in your
personal natal astrology chart. Look
at the house for specific details. The
1st house indicates over-demanding,
hypercritical, and a possible egotist
(or nymphomaniac), while if the 7th

house is involved physical aggression
or anger and may indicate that you
would do best to seek out physical
action and sports to help you release
excessive energy.

Jupiter
(9)

Jupiter is the largest planet in our Solar system
and it also takes the longest to travel around
the Sun in its orbit: taking 12 years to
completely orbit the Sun. Because of this
astrologers have maintained that Jupiter
signifies expansion and growth. It is circled by
red swirling clouds of gases and no solid
surface has been determined. Overall from
Earth the planet has a friendly look to it and so
it has also been known as a bringer of luck and
fortune.

Expansion and luck (as well as
education) and what you truly ‘value’
will be indicated by the position of
Jupiter in your chart.

Opportunity, growth, abundance and
how you find prosperity will all be
symbolized by the powerful
planetary position of Jupiter in your
chart. The astrological sign that
Jupiter appears in requires your
special attention and can indicate
what you value, and why.  Luck is
indicated by the house that Jupiter
appears in, in your chart.

Saturn
(8,1)

Saturn was once thought to be the farthest
planet in our Solar System since it was the last
one that could be seen with the naked eye.
Because of this its properties were often those
of a boundary maker (or authority). Saturn has
a traditional image of hollowness and frailty
which is quite amazing considering that the
entire planet could float on water!

Your personal responsibilities and
self-discipline and work ethic are
noted by the position of Saturn in
your chart.

The personal responsibilities that you
take for things in your life are
especially indicated by the sign of
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Saturn in your chart. The house will
tell you more about where your
responsibilities lie. Are they with
family, finances, relationships, sex,
hard work, or your own personal
thinking? The astrological house of
Saturn will tell you.

Uranus
(11,7)

Uranus has a reputation for unpredictability
and eccentricity. Uranus is known for ruling
the ideal sentiments and imagination. It is a
magical planet of alchemical, creative and
transmutational properties. The base of
creativity can be found here.

Freedom, originality, rebellion and
sudden change are symbolized by the
position of Uranus in your chart.

The astrological sign will indicate the
type of freedom that is most
important to you. The house indicates
how you express your desire for
freedom, or the area of your life
where sudden changes may affect
you. The change may be positive or
negative but either way it’s going to
happen quickly and without any
warning.

Neptune
(7,11/2~0,
6,2~0!11)

Neptune is planet of weirdness! This is a
planet of subtle and powerful properties. It
was originally discovered as a star, and later
found to be a planet. Its ethereal forces mean
that it only influences us on higher vibrational
levels. This planet has primary properties that
influence clairvoyance on the Earthly planet.

The world of dreams and intuitive
illusion are symbolized by the
position of Neptune in your chart. A
dream-like state may be created
based on the house and sign location
of Neptune. Double check the angles
and the house when looking up
Neptune.

Pluto
(10)

Pluto is second to eccentric and ethereal
behavior only to Neptune. This planet was
unknown until 1930 and has recently been
reclassified by astronomers as a dwarf planet.
It seems that the esoteric system influences us
and that Pluto has subtle powers over masses
of people that influences particularly in areas
of destruction and war.

Regeneration, power and
transformation are the keywords for
the planet Pluto. Pay attention to the
angles and especially the astrological
house and any other surrounding
planets. Opportunity lies at hand,
though this change may be slow to
happen it will definitely occur and
the resulting transformation may
change the entire way that you view
life: in the past and your current life.

Midheaven The Midheaven is located at the cusp of the
tenth house of the natal chart. It is found at the
very top of the chart and because of that it
represents the most public point in our chart. It
often relates to our true life purpose
achievement or primary goal in life and often
indicates your reputation to others in society.

Your outer personality (and your
career), as seen by others, is
symbolized by the Midheaven in
your chart. Think of it as how others
see you publicly, as your role in
society.  It is the view that others get
when they first meet you, or when
they see you from afar, as in a social
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situation, rather than in a personal, or
close relationship. The Midheaven is
the public face that you wear, and
that others see in you.  It often
represents your professional or career
status.

Table 2

Astrological Houses and Their Meanings
Each astrological house has a specific meaning. Use the chart below to locate the house in which
the planet is taking place (as it appears in you’re The Sky Within reading) for more on the
meaning of the planet and how its position will affect you:

House Meaning
1st House
Ruling: Sun

(1,8)

Your physical attractiveness or your attraction to the physical body,
basic personality and health is identified by the planet(s) located in
this house. Courage and abandonment are symbolic here.

2nd House
Ruling: Earth

(4)

Completion and your desire for attachments and your own personal
possessions play a part when planets are in this house. Possessions,
wealth, material wealth, personal belongings are symbolic here.

3rd House
Ruling: Mercury

(3)

Communication and how you handle it between you and others is
the highest importance and indicated by planets in this house. How
you communicate ideas and express yourself is symbolic here.

4th House
Ruling: Moon

(0~2)

Your home and family and how you define it, and where you live
(your roots passed down from your parents and ancestors) are in
focus with planets in this house.

5th House
Ruling: Mars

(5)

Creativity, pleasure, leisure and personal pleasure has the highest
value for you with planets in this house. Socializing and how you
choose to take part in social activities is represented here.

6th  House
Ruling: Mercury

(12)

Work, career and health are important when planets are located
here. Career opportunities, your working relationships with others
are also in focus and are symbolic here.

7th House
Ruling: Venus,Neptune

(6,2~0!11)

Relationships, love affairs and important long-term relationships
are indicated by planets in this house.

8th House
Ruling: Pluto

(10)

Sexual attitudes, ideas of money, and your ability to share with
others are all pinpointed by planets in this house.

9th House
Ruling: Jupiter

(9)

Teaching, values, truth and morality and your intellect are the focus
with planets in this house.

10th House
Ruling: Saturn

(8,1)

Your personal ambitions, dreams, goals, and life purpose desires
are symbolized by the planets in this house.

11th House The meaning of friendships and how social you are, are all
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Ruling: Uranus
(11,7)

indicated by planets in this house.

12th House
Ruling: Neptune,Venus

(7,11/2~0,6)

Seclusion, spiritual isolation and the unconscious are all indicated
by planets in this house. Your dreams, fantasies and mystical nature
are symbolized by planets in this house.

Table 6

The Planets in Signs and Houses
Now that you have a good idea of the meanings of the signs, houses and planets, in the following
charts I will put them all together into a single chart for each planet. This will let you find a
planet chart and lookup the meaning of that planet appearing in a sign, or house in your chart.
The interpretations were kept short to keep them concise, but I think they will really help you
pull together the meaning of your entire Sky Within reading.
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(7,11/2~0,6)

Seclusion, spiritual isolation and the unconscious are all indicated
by planets in this house. Your dreams, fantasies and mystical nature
are symbolized by planets in this house.

Table 6

The Planets in Signs and Houses
Now that you have a good idea of the meanings of the signs, houses and planets, in the following
charts I will put them all together into a single chart for each planet. This will let you find a
planet chart and lookup the meaning of that planet appearing in a sign, or house in your chart.
The interpretations were kept short to keep them concise, but I think they will really help you
pull together the meaning of your entire Sky Within reading.
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Sun House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for the Sun is your personal energy, or ego. Look up the
house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what the house and sign means for its
position in any chart.

Sun House Meaning House / Sign Sun Sign Meaning
You are easy to notice and you have a heavy
influence on those around you. You are known for
how you can transform your surroundings.

1st / Leo
(1)

A very expressive and enthusiastic personality. You love
to be the center of attention, and it shows.

You place high value on making and earning money
and the priorities that it brings. Financial stability
and security are key for you.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

You are practical and security oriented. You love fine
possessions and you are graceful and stable.

You have a very intelligent mind and you are always
curious. You are known for your intellectual
abilities.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

You love communicating with others, having
conversations. Your intelligence and wit are superior.

You place family above all other responsibilities.
You have a strong desire to provide security for your
loved ones.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You enjoy caring for those you love and your nurturing
and mothering instinct is pronounced.

Creativity and adventure are most important to you.
You have a childlike view on life.

5th / Aries
(5)

You are dynamic, very independent and competitive in
all that you do.

You are known for your commitment to work and
you may be a workaholic. You are very
discriminating, and possibly a perfectionist.

6th / Virgo
(12)

You love to analyze and find meaning. You may be a
perfectionist, and are practical and a good worker.

You try hardest to get along with others.
Relationships and how others think of you are your
primary focus.

7th / Libra
(6)

You seek out cooperation with others and you often
place relationships as your highest priority. Balance and
moderation are important to you.

You are known for piercing through to find meaning
where others cannot. You are intense and have a
strong sexual drive.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

You are intense, passionate and instinctual. You feel so
strongly about something that you either love it
completely, or are bored.

You love traveling and trying new things. You have
strong beliefs and values and you love foreign
culture.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

You love adventure and you are positive, optimistic, and
excited. You value your own freedom and independence
more than anything.

You love authority and desire to be a leader. You
think of yourself as the job that you fill, and love to
pursue your career.

10th /
Capricorn

(8)

You are serious, practical, hard-working and
conservative. You work to gain authority and love to be
the boss.

You really like being with your friends and you
place them above others in your life. Relating and
partnerships with others are important.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

Originality, intelligence and forward thinking are key for
you. You love your freedom, and science and intellectual
pursuits are primary.

You are extremely sensitive and compassionate to
others. You may be psychic and have an amazing
imagination.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

Sensitivity and compassion are more important to you.
You may be idealistic and always sympathetic to others.

Table 5-Sun Meanings
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Moon House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for the Moon is your emotions, or feelings. Look up the
house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any reading.

Moon House Meaning House / Sign Moon Sign Meaning
You are very loved and you prefer to be loved for
your generous spirit. You may have a personal
magnetism about you that is irresistible.

1st / Leo
(1)

You are in tune with everything around you. You often
may feel that the world and the environment around you
affect your feelings.

You like to provide emotional comfort and security
to those in your life. You also see this for yourself
and you prefer the finer things.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

You are known as being someone that wishes for
security (both emotionally, and financially). You prefer
to save money for times when you may need it.

Your feelings and emotions are filtered through your
mind before you say anything. You may need mental
stimulation in order to be satisfied.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

Your emotions and ability to make decisions are affected
by your sensitive nature. You are especially connected to
your family and the comfort that they bring.

You prefer to care for and nurture those you love.
Your sense of family keeps you going and is how
you prefer to spend your time.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You feel that you have to nurture and care for those in
your family. You may mother those close to you too.

You are emotionally self sufficient and you prefer to
encourage others to be the same way. Your
emotional responses to others are often quick.

5th / Aries
(5)

You have your greatest feelings for creative ventures
(art, hobbies) and your own children than anything else.
You build strong emotional bonds, especially with those
close to you.

You like to analyze your emotions and this may
bother others close to you. You tend to combine
your practicality with your emotions.

6th / Virgo
(12)

You feel like your emotions are tied to your career and
job. You often let your work affect your feeling, and you
tend to be oversensitive to the criticism of others.

You always like to have harmony and balance in
your life, especially emotionally. You do not like
conflict and you are always considerate of others.

7th / Libra
(6)

You are very sensitive emotionally with your close
relationships (partners, spouse). You really need
emotional security in your relationships.

You have an intense emotional life. Your feelings
and emotions run deep and this may lead you to
make strong commitments to others.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

You have intense emotions and deep feelings. You are
often intuitive and instinctive in your ability to know
how others are feeling.

You enjoy being playful and free. You always try to
keep things light-hearted, and you always like to
travel, learn new things, and find excitement.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

You love to travel and enjoy learning new things all the
time. You may wish to spend a considerable amount of
time in another country. Exotic travels jazz you up.

You have a strong sense of duty to others in your
life. You prefer to do things for others, or buy them
things rather than to let your emotions out.

10th /
Capricorn

(8)

You seek success and a status that let’s others know you
are a professional. Your career and potential influence
everything you feel emotionally.

Your emotions are tied into your thinking and this
keeps you detached sometimes. You often prefer to
relate to those close to you through your mind.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

You tend to tie your emotions in to your friendships and
emotions more than anyone else. You feel especially
close to your friends.

You are known for being compassionate, caring, and
sensitive to the feelings of others. You are always
aware of what others need.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

.You are very sensitive to the feelings of others around
you. You may be psychic. Emotionally you are known as
being compassionate and caring.

Table 5-Moon Meanings
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Mercury House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Mercury is your communication and how you think.
Look up the house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any
reading.

Mercury House Meaning House / Sign Mercury Sign Meaning
Your mind is fast and always working. You are good
at speaking your mind too. You have an uncanny
awareness to your environment.

1st / Leo
(1)

You are able to communicate and express yourself in
ways that keep others interested. You may enjoy telling
stories, or just reading and being entertained.

Business and money may come to the front when
you think about anything. Pragmatism and common
sense are always  first in your mind.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

You like to take your time before making decisions. You
have a common sense approach to solving problems.
You do best focusing on the practical.

You are known for your incredible intellectual
abilities. As a small child you may have given your
teachers and parents fits with your questions. You
are always curious.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

You have a very high intelligence and are curious. You
love to learn and must always be stimulated mentally to
feel like you are getting somewhere.

There is a love and concern for family that colors all
of your thinking. Your wish for security revolves
around your emotional and financial security.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You have an intuitive mind that just ‘gets it’. Others
cannot understand how you do it, but always seem to
have the perfect insights into things.

You are extremely artistic and you love to entertain
others. You may obsess about romantic partners.

5th / Aries
(5)

You are quick witted and you learn fast. You always say
exactly what is on your mind. You are known for your
quick decisions.

Work, and its’ details are always on your mind. You
cannot think of anything else. You are constantly
thinking of how to do something better.

6th / Virgo
(12)

Thinking comes to you analytically. You have a practical
approach to all decisions and it works well for you. You
can analyze and find answers to anything.

Relationships, friendships and partnerships are the
focus of your thinking. You are attracted to others
that can think fast and that is influential.

7th / Libra
(6)

You are often logical and intellectual in how you think.
You are known for comparing and balancing your
decisions before coming to a conclusion.

You are constantly thinking about deep, intuitive
thoughts. You are focused on learning the meaning
of life. You can quickly see ‘what is going on’.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

You are known for thinking deeply and researching the
meaning behind things. You can quickly get to the
bottom of anything.

You explore the higher thoughts: philosophy,
religion, theosophy. Teaching and religion may be
part of your career. You have a love for learning and
a curiosity that is insatiable.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

Curiosity and education drive your thinking. You cannot
stop wondering ‘why’ and ‘how’. Learning is fun and an
adventure for you.

Your thoughts revolve around the practical and
‘common sense’. You are known for getting along
well with others, especially those in authority.

10th /
Capricorn

(8)

Practical thinking and your ability to focus make you
stand out. You can methodically think your way through
anything, with a little time and effort.

You may base your friendships on intellectual
thinking. You love new and innovative thinking.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

You are known for thinking up new ways to solve a
problem. You have a very unique way of thinking that is
unconventional.

Your intuitive abilities are beyond others. Your
intuition and ability to use your intuitive insights
help you throughout your life.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

You like to combine your instincts with your imagination
and intuition to help you solve a problem. You have an
artistic way of  speaking that lends itself to poetry.

Table 5-Mercury Meanings
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Venus House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Venus is your ability to love others and how you feel
about family. Look up the house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean
for any reading.

Venus House Meaning House / Sign Venus Sign Meaning
Charm, flair and feeling like you are truly appreciated
are most important for you. You must find a mate that
can show you true love, and demonstrate it – even in
public.

1st / Leo
(1)

Grace and charm are your key traits. You are social and
love to be in new situations. You look for a mate that can
give you your independence, and spoil you at the same
time.

You value emotional and financial security. Stability
and loyalty are most important when it comes to a
mate.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

Money, luxury and the ‘finer things’ in life are important
to you. You look for these things above all others in
relationships.  You value material things more than
others.

Intelligence is important to you even in romantic
relationships. You need your space though, even if it
is only a false sense of freedom.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

You really ‘get off’ on learning and intellectual
stimulation. Reading, poetry, the arts are all in your
interests. You must have a mate you can talk to.

You seek someone who will nurture and care for you
and your family. Security is on the top of your list.
You must have sensitivity from a mate.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You really love being at home. You put your love of
family above all other things. You must find a mate that
will reciprocate your desire to be close to your family.

You love independent and financially well-off
partners. You know what you want from love and you
know how to get it. Love at first sight is possible, but
choose someone that respects your independence.

5th / Aries
(5)

You have a wild approach to life. You enjoy parties,
entertainment and have a general love of life. You may
be artistic too.

You seek a hard-working mate, someone who can
appreciate your ability to work hard and be practical.
You may look for perfection, but it’s often impossible
to find.

6th / Virgo
(12)

You love work so much that you may end up meeting
your mate through work. You are creative and great at
solving things, but try to keep an open mind. Your
artistic abilities include working through your hands.

You need to have someone that shares your high
ideals and who is easy to get along with. You look for
total equality in your relationships.

7th / Libra
(6)

You have a deep concern for others. You base most
relationships on harmony and cooperation and mutual
respect. You seek equality in all regards.

You need passion and a deeply intense relationship
before you are happy. Loyalty and integrity are also
important to you. Find a mate that will match your
intensity level.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

You are intense in love and romance. You have a drive
and passion that is often hard to match. Your sexual
desires are very strong and you seek someone equally
sexual to have a long-term relationship.

Travel, learning and new things are keys to your
heart. You need to have your freedom too. Look for
an outgoing and caring person for a mate.

9th /
Sagittarius

(9)

Travel, education and other cultures are built into your
ideas of romance. You seek someone that loves to travel
as much as you, and friendship is important first.

You need reliability and a conservative approach to
life. Faithfulness is at the top of your list. Dependable,
reliable and successful are also important.

10th /
Capricorn

(8)

You are practical, conservative and a good talker in
relationships. You want a reliable and  authoritative
partner as a mate.

You must have someone that is smart and intelligent
to keep you interested. You also feel like you should
be friends first, before falling in love. You need a best
friend and a lover.

11th /
Aquarius

(11,7)

Best friends is important to you. You seek that out first,
before you ever consider a romantic relationship. You
also need someone that shares your values and ideals.

You are a romantic and sensitive person, looking for a
mate that will romance you. Kindness and sensitivity
are also at the top of your list.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

You are sensitive and caring beyond most other people.
You seek others that are similar, and you must have an
idealistic, spiritual person that accepts your need for
peace.

Table 5-Venus Meanings
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Mars House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Mars is how you take action and assert yourself. Look
up the house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any reading.

Mars House Meaning House / Sign Mars Sign Meaning
You are focused on your strength of purpose, and
spontaneous, direct, self-confidence above
everything else. You know what you want, and
you are good at going after it.

1st / Leo
(1)

You are known for your action oriented approach to all
problems. You may have a bit of a temper, and you are
extremely aggressive, but you can solve anything with
your action.

You base your actions on practicality. You are
slow and persevering in your approach. Patience
and stubbornness are strengths for you.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

Your assertions are focused on material things and
money. Success is important to you, as long as it can be
shown in the material world.

You tend to use your intellect to solve problems.
You are versatile and able to prepare yourself
mentally and take action. Your mind is excellent
at focusing and solving anything.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

Curiosity and restlessness are part of your daily life. You
are known for your excellent speaking skills. You can
get anything done if you set your mind to it.

Your sensitivity and emotions have direct impact
on how you take action. You require security and
protect your family at all costs.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You protect your family above all else.  You value
courage and wish to solve things with the help of others,
especially those in your close family.

Your directness is piercing, especially when it
comes to pursuing what you want. You are full of
physical energy, courage, and are known for being
impulsive and assertive.

5th / Aries
(5)

You have a high creative drive and may be involved in
the arts: music, theater, or fine art. You seek others like
you in partnerships and relationships.

You pursue action with a sense of organization,
hard-work and attention to detail.  You need all
the information, and may be a perfectionist and
picky when it comes to completing something.

6th / Virgo
(12)

You place most of your action in completing work and in
the workplace. Your career is very important to you and
it shows.

You are graceful and cooperative in taking action.
You try to avoid conflict at all costs and your
ability to always be diplomatic is influential.

7th / Libra
(6)

You are driven and highly assertive when it comes to
relationships. You may be used to finding ways to blame
others.

Power, strength and determination are your
primary focus. You are determined to complete
something at all costs.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

Your sex drive is ‘off the charts’. Your emotions and
strong drive are always there. You must accomplish
success on your own terms.

You value freedom and adventure. Independence
is very important to you. You have the highest
ideals and they must be satisfied.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

You have a love of travel and new things, as well as
higher education. You prefer to do things on your own
independently.

You base your actions on practicality and
organization. You must meet your own practical
and authoritative needs.

10th / Capricorn
(8)

You are competitive and driven to success, especially in
a professional career. You may ‘butt heads’ with
authority figures, and feel that you are always right.

You love originality and creativity. You are very
intelligent and you also have extreme
organizational abilities. You prefer to use logic to
solve problems, but only in your own way.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

Friends, group activities and social events are key to
your life. You are known for taking the lead in these
situations, or sitting back and taking it all in. Either way
you find a way to solve the hardest problems.

You avoid conflict when taking action. You take
the time to think through things and solve them in
unorthodox ways: creatively, and with your
imagination.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

Conflict and chaos are hard for you to work through.
You tend to be someone that looks at all answers before
taking action. You are compassionate and caring for
others.

Table 5-Mars Meanings
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Jupiter House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Jupiter is your personal values and luck. Look up the
house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any reading.

Jupiter House Meaning House / Sign Jupiter Sign Meaning
Independence and originality are where you place
your highest values. You have a love of finer
things, and the arts play a part in your life as well.

1st / Leo
(1)

Confident, friendly and outgoing general good luck is
with you all the time. You are generous and kind with
others and it shows in your joyous approach to life.

Money and security are your highest values. You
also place great emphasis on material positions and
stability and luxury in your home.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

Your financial endeavors are lucky and this makes you
happy and peaceful. You feel secure and positive about
life and you remain practical.

You look to higher education, knowledge,
information and education as having the ideals that
you strive for. You are a true intellectual.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

Optimism and communication with others give you a
great outlook on life. You find that most of your
relationships are lucky and helpful.

You value your home, stability and security more
than anything else. Your family tradition keeps you
going.

4th / Cancer
(2)

Family and caring are your keys to luck in this life. You
have a true value of the home life. Others in your family
enjoy having you around.

You have high values for independence and your
own individuality and personal freedom. You hope
to be a leader.

5th / Aries
(5)

Your romances and love affairs are joyous and generous.
You may find that your relationships with your own
children are great as well. You like to have a good time
and your personal charm helps.

You value order and productivity over everything
else in your life. You are practical and you enjoy
success.

6th / Virgo
(12)

Work and the workplace are prosperous for you as they
are lucky environments. You value your daily work and
you are productive and successful in achieving your
goals.

You try to cooperate and bring harmony to all of
your relationships, especially close personal ones.
You consider relationships as your highest ideal.

7th / Libra
(6)

You may find that you are generous and overly caring, or
others may be attracted to you. Your romantic
partnerships are blessed with luck and good fortune. You
truly value your personal close relationships.

You put truth above everything else in your life.
You are intense and you enjoy the great mystery of
the meaning of life.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

You find that you benefit from your relationships with
others. This can lead to over-indulgence as you are often
sought out by others as their mate. Learn to appreciate
those closest to you.

Education and learning are your highest values.
You study many subjects, but the grander ones
such as: philosophy, religion and theosophy hold
your attention.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

Higher education and learning come easy to you and
they bring you many opportunities for growth and
change. You value higher education and you find success
through your own personal self-expression efforts.

You truly value tradition, accomplishment, and
common sense. You may be conservative, but you
know that your practicality helps you go far.

10th / Capricorn
(8)

You are lucky in reaching out to others that are in a place
of success in a career that you have sought. You place
high values on success, especially professionally.

You really cannot stand traditional values and
thinking and prefer to ‘think outside of the box’.
You place your trust in invention, new thinking and
relationships with others.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

You enjoy your friends and find good luck in socializing
and being with them on a regular basis. You place great
value on those close to you.

Compassion and caring are your highest regard.
You truly have a spiritual path, though you may be
a bit idealistic at times. Empathy, compassion and
the arts are where you choose to focus.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

The spirit world brings you good fortune. You may have
an angel looking out for you. You have an interest in the
inner life and are truly spiritually oriented.

Table 5-Jupiter Meanings
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Saturn House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Saturn is how you accept responsibility. Look up the
house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any reading.

Saturn House Meaning House / Sign Saturn Sign Meaning
You have a deep responsibility to yourself that you
take seriously. You are very hard working and you
feel like you have a duty to complete tasks.

1st / Leo
(1)

You are extremely creative and you take responsibility
for your own expressive nature. You enjoy working in a
field such as teaching, advertising or the fine arts.

There is a practical responsibility you have for
finances and for spending and saving money. You
may feel insecure about money and spending it.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

You accept responsibility for yourself but only as it
applies to finances work and money. You enjoy working
around money, or in a field that offers material success.

You are known as a deep thinker with an incredible
discipline and intellectual awareness. You may
worry that you need even more knowledge.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

You make sure to accept your own intellectual
responsibility. Education and learning are something you
regard highly. You enjoy mental careers such as research
science, banking or teaching mathematics.

Family responsibilities are key for you. You have a
serious concern and care for those in your
immediate family.

4th / Cancer
(2)

Your sense of responsibility revolves around your
family. Family and security are your primary concerns.
You feel like you have to provide for your family.

You feel like your love affairs should be your
primary responsibility in life. You may look to
older, authority figures for inspiration.

5th / Aries
(5)

You are independent and completely autonomous. You
may see no reason for others. You take responsibility for
yourself and you alone.

You have mastered the art of organization. You
know how to take care of your daily tasks and you
do it with stern responsibility.

6th / Virgo
(12)

You accept responsibility as it is related to your work
activities. You may be a bit of a perfectionist.

Close partners are your primary responsibility. You
prefer to keep your relationships close and you
invest all of your free time in keeping your loved
ones happy.

7th / Libra
(6)

Being in a close relationship and taking responsibility for
cooperation and caring for another is your primary
concern. You seek out close relationships over all others.

You are very responsible with long-term
investments and combined financial situations. You
may also pay extra attention to your sex life.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

You enjoy taking responsibility if it is related to sharing
with others equally. You place an emphasis on sex.

Other religions and cultures are your primary
responsibility. You have a strong concern for
education and learning about other cultures and
societies.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

You value education and learning above other important
aspects of your life. You have a love for learning and
you take it seriously. Your values are key.

You feel like authority and a professional career are
your main responsibilities in life. You have a need
to achieve high levels of professional power.

10th / Capricorn
(8)

Your work career and job are where you focus your
responsibility. You truly love to work, and most
importantly you take a real concern in being successful.

You may find that older friends and local leaders
are the best choice for you. You place extra
responsibility on your friendships and in working
with others in groups.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

You feel a responsibility to helping others and being ‘of
service’ to others as much as possible. You may seek out
a career in the social sciences, psychology or a similar
field.

You have a feeling of being isolated and alone as
you accept your responsibilities. You have a
concern for others in need.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

You take your desire to be compassionate as your
highest responsibility. You may feel at odds with this at
times, but you are constantly working to help others, and
to help them.
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Uranus House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Uranus is how you deal with your personal freedom.
Look up the house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any
reading.

Uranus House Meaning House / Sign Uranus Sign Meaning
You are a true original. You love freedom and you
have a passion for being independent and carving
your own path. You may be eccentric, strange or
unusual to those around you, as long as you are
unique.

1st / Leo
(1)

You enjoy being you. Originality is most important and
you like to use it to build a new world that you can
explore and research on your own. You enjoy marriage,
but you must also still have personal time.

You enjoy your freedom, financially and you also
enjoy applying that freedom as an entrepreneur.
You love taking risks, especially financially, but it
may make create unnecessary worry in your life.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

You are always thinking of financial security and how
your financial innovations may change the world. You
often look at finances as a way to buy time alone.

You are best at thinking of new ways to do things,
and explaining to others exactly what you did.
Others may come to you because your mind is so
powerful.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

You explore freedom mostly through your mind. You
may daydream about how to research and discover the
key to life. You love to explore science and technology.

You may have had a childhood that demanded
that you live life on your terms, with your own
individuality. There are inner desires and wishes
that drive you toward expressing your true self.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You love your freedom, but you use it to learn how you
can find a way to make it fit into your ideas of family.
Family holds a special place for you.

You had an early love of the arts and creative
fields: art, music, or the theater. You have a
natural desire to be independent and you enjoy
relationships that give you this freedom.

5th / Aries
(5)

You were born to be free. Your originality, creativity and
wishes to ‘go it alone’ may lead you to being a hermit.
You accept any challenge, and love to research the
greater meaning of life.

You enjoy your work, but only if you are given
the freedom to ‘do things your way’. You prefer
to lead others, but you demand that they are able
to do things independently.

6th / Virgo
(12)

Health and work are important to you, as long as you feel
like you are the one that is providing new ways of
thinking. You approach things in entirely new ways, and
you prefer to use technology to or alternative healing.

Your close personal relationship with your loved
one is important to you. It is the only thing
important enough for you to give up your personal
desire for freedom. You enjoy married life, as
long as you have your own time too.

7th / Libra
(6)

You are in love with the idea of ‘open relationships’.
You really like being married, but you also enjoy your
independence and must be free and unique yourself too.

Financial issues may come up for you: frequently,
and unexpectedly, especially if they are related to
joint accounts (with your significant other). You
are very unconventional when it comes to sex.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

Sex is important – freedom to express yourself sexually
is even more important to you. You must be able to
express yourself with complete joy and with new
thinking.

You are a true original – and you enjoy ‘new
ways’ of looking at things as long as it involves
other people. You have a deep need to serve
others, and you also enjoy education.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

You are very deep: philosophically and spiritually.
Religion, higher education and philosophy are new ways
that you enjoy thinking.

You are a loner that works best in professional
worlds. Leading others is one of your strong
points, but you have to be free to do it on your
own terms.

10th / Capricorn
(8)

You value your professional life and status, as long as
you feel free in how you work. You may come up with
completely new ways of working.

You are known for coming up with unique
friends, and helping those less fortunate. You have
many friends, or you have few (depending on the
value you place on your own isolation).

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

You like to challenge the social side of society. You feel
a need for a ‘spiritual approach’ and love to be ‘of
service’ to those around you. You are often finding new
ways to help others.

You must take care of yourself, and you know it.
Your personal freedom has your highest value.
You must be unique, and compassionate toward
others at the same time.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

Spirituality and compassion for others are important and
powerful. You frequently turn to mysticism, or other
alternative methods to be free to practice your own
personal religion, that is unique to you.

Table 5-Uranus Meanings
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Neptune House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Neptune is how you explore your idealistic outlook.
Look up the house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any
reading.

Neptune House Meaning House / Sign Neptune Sign Meaning
You have a kind and caring spirit and you take
care to help others every chance you get.

1st / Leo
(1)

You have a thing for expressing yourself, the arts and a
love for creative self-expression in all fields. You
idealize glamour and all forms of creativity.

You have a psychic ability regarding financial
markets and money in general. There are security
issues at times.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

Your intellectual creativity is something you idealize.
You look for a perfect world where you feel secure, and
know that you have the material things to stay happy.

You are a true visionary and others look up to you
for your ability to tune in to your intuition. You
are full of creative talents and you are a great
communicator.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

You have a set of ideals based on your ‘perfect thinking’
and you expect others to conform to it. This type of
intellectual elitism is what you thrive on.

You feel that your primary responsibility is your
family. In fact, you may feel obligated to care for
them, and you do it as a nurturer and caregiver.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You have an idealistic view of family life and you expect
it to be that way. Community and your place in it is
important.

You have high hopes when it comes to love and
romance. You idealize the perfect person. You
have an enhanced imagination that never quits.

5th / Aries
(5)

You idealize independence and originality. You must
rely on yourself, and you feel it is best to rely completely
on you.

You get wrapped up in your job and work and for
you it is something you truly love. You may
consider alternative health fields to work in, as
long as you are helping others and doing your job.

6th / Virgo
(12)

Work and where it got you is most important to you. You
may have a perfect view of what work should be like,
and you tend to follow it.

You look for perfect love relationships, which you
have idealized. You have a true love of people,
and you sometimes accept them before really
understanding them deep enough.

7th / Libra
(6)

A perfect and happy marriage is your idealistic view of
life. You need to be in a relationship, and you set your
goals on the type of love that is committed and loyal.

You have a highly developed intuition and you
use it proudly. You may have issues with sharing
money with others, especially those very close to
you.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

Ideals involving sexual pleasures and freedom of sexual
preferences are highest in your thoughts. You seek to
understand your world, and find true meaning.

Metaphysics attract you like a magnet. You love
all things spiritual and especially if they are
involved with other cultures. You prefer to study
and learn about deep spiritual and religious issues.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

Philosophy, religion and foreign cultures form your
idealized society. You have very high ideals, and you
look for the same in others.

You are high on entertainment. You are really
creative, and you do best when working in a field
that lets you express yourself – or that has you
helping others.

10th / Capricorn
(8)

You seek the highest level of success in business and the
professional world. You may follow a traditional and
conservative approach to life.

You put your friends on a pedestal sometimes.
You may feel like you can only be with your close
friends, or go off on your own to explore some
great meaning of life.  Either way, you must find
friends similar to you that enjoy spirituality.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

You idealize new and modern thinking and invention
above all else. You place high values on the intellect.
You have ideals that you expect everyone else to live to.

You have a powerful intuition that is often driven
by your dreams. Your awareness and insights into
seeing things leads to a love of mystical and
metaphysical subjects.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

You idealize compassion for others and spirituality in all
of its forms. Creativity, imagination and your own
idealism are at the top of your list.

Table 5-Neptune Meanings
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Pluto House / Sign Meaning Chart:
Remember that the primary meaning for Pluto is your personal power and transformative energy.
Look up the house, or sign in the chart below to get a better idea of what they mean for any
reading.

Pluto House Meaning House / Sign Pluto Sign Meaning
You have a strong and empowered personality.
You are committed to complete your tasks and
your ego is intense and driven.

1st / Leo
(1)

You hope to change and affect others by exhibiting your
personal power and ability to express exactly what you
are feeling.

You try finding security in finance and in the
material world. You work best in a job that
involves business, money and/or organization.

2nd / Taurus
(4)

You transform things based on material objects and
wealth. You may find that working in banks, or in a
business that deals with material objects is best.

You are a deep thinker and are known for
expressing yourself every chance you get. Your
mind is active and always working. You quickly
learn the value of communication.

3rd / Gemini
(3)

You strive to learn and express your ideas mentally. You
are a true intellectual. You can easily use education to
create new methods of helping others.

You are always trying to change things
concerning your own family. You may have
issues with how you parent, or run your household
and you work to change it.

4th / Cancer
(2)

You wish to transform, but only if your family is part of
the change. You have some issues with security, and it is
important that your family is around you, so that you can
protect them.

You love transformation so much that you
welcome change at every turn. You have a strong
sense of personal charm and you are often loyal
and committed. You may obsess over things.

5th / Aries
(5)

You are full of determination and desire to lead others,
and to inspire them with your independent ways.

You are always trying to change things where you
work. You may notice or be part of power issues
and difficulty with superiors.

6th / Virgo
(12)

You must try to change the e world through your job and
work. Education and health are important for you as
well. You may be part of a complete change in the
workplace.

You are committed to your relationships though
there may be many options for you to fight over
who is the leader. The intensity of the relationship
may be more than even you can handle.

7th / Libra
(6)

You seek to change and transform especially as it is
related to social partnerships and marriages. You have a
deep desire to ‘weigh’ the options and give your own
opinion that you know is fair.

You are an extremely intense person. You place a
high value on sex in your life and you are also
interested in the mystical and metaphysics.

8th / Scorpio
(10)

You have always fought to change the way society
thinks about sex. You do not believe in traditional
sexuality and you strive to change it.

You love learning about foreign cultures. You are
intensely driven to understand others religions and
belief systems.

9th / Sagittarius
(9)

You are constantly trying to change thinking about
religion and religious beliefs. You have a love of foreign
cultures.

You work hard and you expect to lead and be in a
position of authority in your job. You are driven
to succeed, especially in business.

10th / Capricorn
(8)

You try to assert your authority to change business and
government. You seek out leadership positions and
prefer to change society through them.

Friendships and powerful relationships that bring
about change are most important to you. You try
to bring about transformation through these
relationships.

11th / Aquarius
(11,7)

You are always striving for equal rights and change as it
is related to the population. You need to feel that
everyone has a chance to do good.

You have a powerful and deep personality. One
that is ruled by your love of spiritual things,
especially as they are related to understanding
others: psychology, philosophy and metaphysics
are catalysts for change.

12th / Pisces
(7,11)

You try to change thinking about spirituality and
compassion. When it comes down it, spirituality is most
important to you.
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Your Planets, Houses and Signs
Record your planet houses and signs below, and any notes you may have:
Sun:
Moon:
Mercury:
Mars:
Venus:
Jupiter:
Saturn:
Uranus:
Neptune:
Pluto:

Conclusion
I hope that you found all of the aspects of your personality
and anyone else that you were interested in. You can use
this book to lookup your friends, relatives and partners to
help you uncover even more details about them.

If you wish to purchase a Sky Within Astrology Reading
for even more specific details follow the link. If you feel
you need further direction in understanding and
determining more about yourself, or others close to you
consider an Astrology reading, Numerology reading or Tarot reading to help you along the way.

Please feel free to contact me personally at TheDreamtime.com if you have further questions, or
comments about this report.  You can contact me using our Contact Us page located at:
http://www.thedreamtime.com/Astrologer-Contact.html

Credits
Some pictures courtesy of NASA: http://www.nasa.gov
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